The hybrid metal dielectric structure which is combined a microstrip line section and bounded periodical sequence of slot discontinuities are investigated. The boundary problem for a single discontinuity is solved with the help of spectral-domain approach. For the definition of the parameters of bounded sequences of discontinuities the operator technique is used. If one introduces the slot discontinuity into the T-wave propagation region one can observed the phenomena of leaky modes excitation around the cut-off frequencies of microstrip line is established, They may be classified as surface-wave leaky modes and space-wave leaky modes. The excitation efficiency dependence by the couple value of the discontinuity and basic waveguide is investigated.
Introduction:
The basic question in the investigations of the characteristics of slot structures is the question about spectrum of eigenwaves and influence of any design features on the spectrum structure of the propagating waves. In the most of well-known investigations, it was presupposed that the planar structure are endless in both direction [1] [2] [3] . At the same time the real components and devices have a finite linear dimension and moreover, in the majority cases they have shielded either partially or fully. The main goal of our research is the investigation of constrictive elements influence on the characteristics of radiating system based on metal-dielectric structure (MDS).
Analysis:
Let us examine the influence of constrictive element on eigenwave spectrum of basic structure which is represented the partially shielded microstrip line (Fig.1) .
Figure (1): The basic structure
We'll find the decision with the following assumptions: in regions dY0 − << , a/2 X a/2 − << dielectric is homogeneous and isotropic with r2 , ε =ε r2 µ =µ in all space r1 r1 , ε =ε µ =µ conductivity of metal conductors is infinity; the thickness of microstrip conductor is infinitesimilar. The electromagnetic fields in the structure may be determined with the help of magnetic and electrical Hertz potentials: 
y (2) The introducing in to propagation region of electromagnetic wave a discontinuity such as longitudinal slot (or sequences of slots) leads to the fundamentally changes of electrodynamical wave propagation regime: in the propagation region the quasi -T wave will exist as far as infinitely long, and at the same time as surface and space leaky waves may be exited. The main assumption of the boundary problem is that the slot is narrow, i.e. , l tt λ >> >> . This assumption allows to confirm that the electric field is transverse the slot. Let's assume that the screen of the MDS is infinitely thick and infinitely conductive. The Hertz potential in the 3 rd partial region may be written in the form: 
The procedure of the nonlinear coupled system of functional equations receiving have no any principle features in comparing with the procedure (3-7) the main difference is consisting in formulation the boundary conditions relatively magnetic currents which is exiting the slot. 
The computational modeling results:
On the basis of created model the complex simulation of parameters was made. The two structures with coaxial and with the shift of microstrip and slot axis's on 3 mm were chosen as basic structures. It was established that a single slot discontinuity has weakly influence on quasi-T wave propagation regime. In Fig. 3 , 4 the simulation characteristics of reflection 11 S and passing coefficients 12 S in 2-12 GHz frequency band are represented.
Figure (3,4): The S parameter characteristics
The analysis of the dependences represented in Fig. 3 shows the significant character: if the shift of axis's is absent, it is observed practically complete reflection in low frequency band and it is observed an oscillation of 11 S characteristic with high medium level in high frequency band. The shift appearance ( s3 = mm) results in essential changes of wave propagation regime (Fig. 4) . In characteristics represented in Fig. 4 there are well-defined peculiarities in 11 S characteristic around three frequencies: 3 f 7.85 = GHz there is local poor frequency response. This frequency coincides with cut-off frequency one of the high mode. It is possible to forecast the effective radiation from slot around these frequencies.
The experimental measurements:
The series of experimental measurements were carried out. In Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 the contour lines of electric field measured on frequency f 5GHz = are represented. This frequency was chosen near the cut-off frequency of one of the high mode (deviation from cut-off frequency is equally 5%. The measurements on this frequency directly are impossible as a result of unstable wave regime. In the Fig.7 the regions with the similar intensity of electrical field are indicates by rectangular. The presences of that kind of regions allow estimating a length of the exciting waves. In the one case the wave length may be estimate by the value of g1 λ ≈ 7.98cm in the second case g2 4 λ≈cm with value of 0 6 λ ≈ cm. The defining values allow to conclude that in structure with a slot discontinuity besides the basic quasi -T wave two types of waves with delay coefficients 1.3 ξ= -slow surface wave and another one with 0.7 ξ= -fast space wave are excited. In that way, the carried out investigations show the possibility of the radiating model designing with high level parameters and special pattern characteristics. It is actually to take into account the dependencies of characteristics by the peculiarities of construction such as laterally shielding.
